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Abstract
Common protection mechanisms fail to provide end-to-end security; programs with
legitimate access to secret information are not prevented from leaking this to the
world. Information-flow aware analyses track the flow of information through the
program to prevent such leakages, but often ignore information flows through covert
channels even though they pose a serious threat. A typical covert channel is to
use the timing of certain events to carry information. We present a timing-aware
information-flow type system for a low-level language similar to a non-trivial subset
of a sequential Java bytecode. The type system is parameterized over the time
model of the instructions of the language and over the algorithm enforcing lowobservational equivalence, used in the prevention of implicit and timing flows.
Key words: covert channels, information flow, security, bytecode
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Introduction

With the increasing adoption of mobile devices with extensible functionality,
security becomes more and more important. Common protection mechanisms
of today include sandboxes, which protect the system by running programs
with limited capabilities, and application firewalls, which prevent two applications from accessing each others private data or code. The safety of such
systems – in particular those targeting some variant of the Java virtual machine – often rely on type systems or other means of static verification that
prevent the application from breaking the abstraction.
Common to these techniques is that they fail to provide what is known
as end-to-end security. Nothing prevents a program with legal access to a
secret to tell this secret to the world, by accident or malice. Recent research
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has focused on the problem of statically determining when programs satisfy
end-to-end secrecy properties [14].
The ways by which programs can disclose information are often categorised
into explicit and implicit flows, together with flows through other covert channels. Explicit flows amounts to directly leaking a secret using some public
communication channel. Implicit flows – a form of covert channel – may arise
when the program control flow depends on secrets. If the values of secrets can
effect the execution path through a program, then modifications to the environment and public output in such a path may be used to indirectly encode
properties of the secrets.
Explicit flows are easily prevented using ordinary protection mechanisms,
while implicit channels need some kind of information flow aware mechanism.
A covert channel is the general name given to a medium not intended for communication which is used to transfer information [10]. The timing of certain
observable events can be used as a covert channel, and this is considered in
this paper. Covert channels are a delicate problem which can be dealt with using techniques similar to implicit channels, but tend to lead to very restrictive
systems. Thus, they are often deliberately ignored in information flow security in order to appear more “practical”. Nevertheless, covert channels pose
a real and serious threat and cannot be ignored just for convenience. As an
example, suppose that an attacker can only reliably observe variations in the
timing of observable events when the difference is of the order of 0.5 seconds.
Even with such a low bandwidth (corresponding to an attacker observing a
system across a busy network) it is quite plausible to leak the equivalent of
VISA card number in well under 2 minutes.
The protection mechanisms described in the majority of the research described in [14] are similar in the respect that they are all automatic. The
untrusted code is statically verified prior to execution or monitored during
execution without calling for user interaction. Indeed, it may be unreasonable
to assume any user interaction when establishing security properties of dynamically downloaded code. However, any automated security checking that
does not model timing will potentially accept a program which leaks information through timing, no matter how blatant the leak is. The program will
be allowed to run and, even worse, the verification process will establish trust
between the user and the program.
In this paper we explore the problem of end-to-end information-flow security for a simple bytecode language in which we model and prevent certain
classes of timing attacks.
Analysis of lower level languages is difficult, but there are several potential
benefits. Higher-level programs makes the compiler part of the trusted computing base. Development, implementation and maintenance of a trustworthy
compiler is a huge undertaking. From the point of view of timing properties, low-level languages are much more detailed, and thus allow finer-grained
timing models. This is often impossible to perform at the level of the source
2
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code, as many aspects of the timing behaviour determined by the compilation
process.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 considers
related work, Section 3 introduces the language and its semantics, Section 4
discusses timing, time models and non-interference, Section 5 explores the
more interesting parts of the type system and Section 6 concludes.

2

Related Work

Our work builds on ideas from type-based program analysis. Among the more
complete treatments of type system based information flow security we find
FlowCaml [15,13] and JIF[12], handling large subsets of OCaml and Java
respectively.
Regarding type systems for low-level languages, Stata and Abadi[16] proposed a type system for a subset of Java bytecode focused on the guarantees
provided by regular bytecode verification. For assembly languages, notable
work has been done by the TAL 3 group at Cornell. With respect to Java
bytecode the work by Morisett et al. in Stack-Based Typed Assembly Language (STAL) [11] is the most relevant.
Only recently has the problem of information-flow security been studied for
low level languages. Barthe and Rezk[4,5] provide a flow sensitive type system
for a sequential bytecode language. Their basic type structure is similar to
that of Stata and Abadi’s, extended to a polyvariant analysis. As is standard
for most analyses (deriving from the approach originally outlined by Denning
[6]), implicit flows are prohibited by forbidding modifications of parts of the
environment with lower security type than the current context. For example,
if the current program counter value depends on the value of a secret, then
the code must not write down to a lower security level. A noninterference
theorem is established for the type system.
With an emphasis on handling a full-scale language Genaim and Spoto[7]
present a compositional information flow analysis for full Java bytecode. The
analysis uses boolean functions to encode information flow.
At the other end of the scale, Kobayashi and Shirane[8] provide noninterference proofs for an analysis of information flow for a tiny subset of Java
bytecode, excluding arrays, objects and methods. The main focus of their
work is an extension to the type system of Stata and Abadi with information
flow awareness. Unlike the above works there is also a brief consideration of
timing channels. Kobayashi and Shirane suggest a method for dealing with
timing derived from their main theorem, which says that if a program terminates with a public value in m steps for one environment then it will terminate
for any low-equivalent environment within c ∗ m steps for some constant c. To
handle timing, Kobayashi and Shirane suggest that given this constant c you
measure the number of steps of execution when all secret values are set to 0,
3
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and insert a delay before returning so that return always takes place after (c
+ 1)n steps. Their approach assumes both the possibility of measuring the
execution time of statements in the program as well as delaying results a specified time. In many circumstances (e.g. multi-function smartcards) neither is
possible.
With respect to timing aware systems Agat[2] presents a timing aware
type system for a small While-language which includes a transformation which
takes a program and transforms it into an equivalent program without timing
leaks. In [1][Paper II] Agat implements and evaluates the transformation for
a tiny subset of Java bytecode. The analysis is only informally specified, but
is enough to test that certain timing leaks can indeed be eliminated, based on
observations of a particular bytecode interpreter.
Our approach picks up from Agat’s preliminary experiment, and seeks to
extend it to a larger subset of Java bytecode, and to formalise it in a way
that allows us to formulate (and ultimately, we hope, prove) its correctness
specification.
The main contribution of this paper is a type system, which is parameterised over a timing and model of the instructions, allowing for various degrees
of timing sensitivity to be handled, including simple forms of cache-sensitive
timing.

3

Syntax and Semantics

The language is equivalent to a sequential subset of Java bytecode, including
objects and arrays, but excluding exception handling and the jsr/ret instruction pair.
3.1 Syntax
A program, ranged over by P , is a collection of classes. A class, ranged over
by C, is zero or more fields and methods. A field, ranged over by F , is defined
by its type and its identifier. A method, ranged over by M , is defined by its
identifier, type and a list of instructions. Class, method and field identifiers
are ranged over by C, M and F respectively. The syntax contains references
to the type language: τ , µ are security types defined in Section 5.1. Let l
range over program labels.
P rograms
Classes
F ields
M ethods

P
C
F
M

::=
::=
::=
::=

C 1 . . . Cn
class cname[extends scname]{F1 ; . . . Fn ;M1 . . . Mn }
τ vname;
mname µ {[l1 ] inst1 . . . [ln ] instn }
Fig. 1. Syntax

The set of instructions, I, ranged over by inst, is defined in figure 2.
4
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pop, dup, swap, constZ , loadN , storeN , add, sub, mul, div, rem, if @l l ,
gotol , newC , getfieldF , putfieldF , invokeM τ, return, outputH|L , castC ,
anewτ , aload, astore, length
where @ ∈ {eq, ne, le, ge, lt, gt}.
Fig. 2. Instructions

3.2 Semantics
The semantics is an ordinary small-step operational semantics on configurations for a given program, with the addition of two explicit termination
transitions corresponding to normal and abnormal termination. Transitions
originating from instructions with publicly observable behaviour are annotated with that observable behaviour. We assume that the original program
has been relabeled, so that each instruction has a unique label in the program.
Let P C be the set of instruction labels ranged over by pc and l, let p range
over object pointers, P tr, and let ap range over and array pointers, AP tr.
P rimitive V alues
Objects
Arrays
Heaps
Environments
Operand Stacks
Register Banks
F rame Stacks
F rames

vp
o
a
oe
e
st
r
fs
f

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

Z | p | ap
hC, F1 : vp 1 , . . . , Fn : vp n i
hτ, vp 1 , . . . , vp n i
(p1 7→ o1 , . . . , ap1 7→ a1 , . . .)
hst , r, oe, fsi
 | vp · st
(vp 0 , . . . , vp 255 )
 | f · fs
(st , r, pc)

Fig. 3. Values and environments

As given in Figure 3, the primitive values, ranged over by vp , are integers,
object pointers and array pointers. Objects and arrays are maps from field
identifiers or natural numbers respectively to primitive values. Objects and
arrays contain their security types, defined in Section 5.1. The heap is a map
from pointers to heap entities, arrays and objects. The execution environment,
ranged over by e, is a 4-tuple of the operand stack, the registers, the heap and
the framestack. The operand stack, ranged over by st, is a stack of primitive
values. A register bank, ranged over by r, is a map from register numbers to
primitive values. The frame stack, ranged over by fs, is a stack of frames. A
frame, ranged over by f , is composed of the saved operand stack, registers and
the program counter. In the remainder of this text we refer to registers, stack
locations and the fields of heap entities collectively as environment locations.
Let O be the set of observable behaviours and let ô denote the presence of
a behaviour o ∈ O or no observable behaviour. The semantics is formulated
w.r.t. a given program, P , with rules of the form:
...
...
...
ô
(pc
,
e
)
→
e
(pc
i i
e
i , ei ) ↓
(pc , e ) → (pc , e )
i

i

e

e

representing one step of execution with possible observable behaviour, normal
5
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and abnormal termination from left to right. A program may be started in
any static method taking an array of integers as parameter.

4

Timing and Non-interference

Non-interference is one of the most used concepts in information-flow security.
The general idea of non-interference is that variations in secret values available to the program should not produce variations in the publicly observable
behaviour. Roughly, the program environment is categorised into secrets (of
security level H) and non-secrets (of security level L). Non-interference states
that if you start the program in any two environments in which the non-secret
parts are equal, then, when the program terminates, the non-secret parts of
the resulting environments must also be equal. If this is the case, then the
secret parts of the environment cannot interfere with the non-secret parts and
thus no information about the secrets can be deduced from the non-secrets.
The judgement that two environments have equal non-secret parts is often
referred to as low-equivalence(Section 5.3), commonly formalised in terms of
equivalence relations w.r.t. to an environment security type(Section 5.1) describing which parts of the environments are considered secret and which are
not.
The success of non-interference comes from its generality, which allows
instantiations to cover a wide array of information flows. Any behaviour
which can be semantically modelled falls into the scope of non-interference –
e.g. explicit and implicit flows, but also timing, cache aware timing and other
covert channels.
The downside with non-interference is the strictness of the formulation.
Leaks are not quantified only qualified, which makes the notion unusable for
programs that naturally must contain leaks. This is beyond the scope of the
present study however. We refer the reader to [14] for a survey of language
based information-flow security.
To handle timing we need a time model, i.e. a model that describes the timing behaviour of the instructions of the language. For an assembly language,
the timing of an instruction depends amongst other things on the computer
architecture: the CPU and its surroundings. For an interpreted bytecode the
situation is more complex. Not only does the underlying hardware affect the
timing model, but also the implementation of the runtime environment. The
timing model is very important; the security of the system is directly linked
to the quality of the model. There are a number of possibilities:
Step-Counting Model The most simple possible model assigns the same
unit time to all instructions. This is equivalent to counting the number
of transitions in an operational semantics and is the type of timing model
presented in e.g. [8].
Constant Time Model Obviously, not all instructions take the same time.
One refinement is to assign different constant times to the different instruc6
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tions. This is the model found in [1].
Functional Time Model The next refinement is to let the time model be a
function of the parameters to the instruction. Instructions like anew, that
creates an array of size n, are not constant time. In [2], this is handled by
disallowing such instructions when they have secret values as arguments.
History Sensitive Time Unfortunately, the timing of certain instructions
is not a function solely of the current state upon which the instruction
operates. For instructions referencing memory, the state of the cache is an
important parameter with a potentially dramatic effect on the time taken
to execute an instruction.
Our formulation of time models covers these four cases.
4.1 Histories and Time Models
To allow for different models we extend the standard semantics with histories,
accumulating information about the execution. The histories are the base for
the calculation of an abstract time, which is used to ensure that the time of
publically observable is independent on secret values.
For a given program, a time model is a pair, (SM, T M ), of the semantic
time model, SM , and the corresponding type time model, T M . The way to
view this is that SM provides the semantics for the time and T M provides
the type judgements, used in the type rules. The connection between T M and
SM is a non-interference style demand, similar to the one for traces below. For
example, if the time 4 of an instruction is depending on the first but not the
second of its parameters, then the security type of the time of that instruction
is affected by the security type of the first parameter but not the second.
A history is typically built from a number of sub-histories, e.g. the current
time and the state of the data cache, related to each other by the instructions,
but still relatively independent. 5 Because of this we define a history to be
an ordered product of sub-histories, imposing the same structure on the security type of histories. This allows for an adequate separation of (partially)
independent sub-histories.
4.1.1 Semantic Time Model
Let E be the set of environments, ranged over by e. The semantic time model
is a quadruple hH, T, hist, timei where
•

H is the set representing execution histories, defined structurally in terms
of an ordered product of sub-histories, each with a distinguished empty
element and equality operation,

4

According to the semantic time model
It is possible to imagine situations where the state of the data cache reflects secret information and the time doesn’t (the execution time of only a few instructions is depending on
the state of the data cache) or the other way around (there are more things than the data
cache that affect the execution time of instructions).
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•

T is the abstract domain of times, equipped with an equality operation,

•

hist : I × E × H → H is a partial function which takes an instruction,
the current state and the history so far, and produces the extended history
corresponding to the next state of the computation.

•

time : I × E × H → T gives the observable time after executing the next
step in the history H.

4.1.2 Type Interface
Let ET be the set of environment types (Section 5.1). The interface to the
type system is a triple hHT, φ, ψi where
•

HT is the set of history security types defined by the structure of H by
assigning a security level to each sub-history,

•

φ : I × ET × HT → HT , is a type function consistent with hist as defined
below,

•

ψ : I × ET × HT → σ, is a type function extracting the type of time
consistent with time as defined below.

For example, let σ be the set of all security levels ranged over by σ (Section 5.1). For a step counting approach, H = T = N, hist = λ(i, e, h).h + 1,
and time = λ(i, e, h).h + 1. As type interface we would get HT = σ and
φ = λ(i, et , ht ).ht and ψ = λ(i, et , ht ).ht
To model simple (data-) cache behaviour we can take H to be a pair of the
current time and the sequence of memory accesses performed so far, together
with an arbitrary time function, depending only on the current instruction
and the history. The type interface would be HT = σ × σ and φ and ψ would
be type functions corresponding to the time and history function in the way
defined above.
4.1.3 Augmented Operational Semantics
The operational semantics is augmented to maintain the current history, which
in turn enables the time to be computed and offered as part of the observable
output. The extension of the standard semantics with time is specified as
o
follows. For observable 6 transitions (pc, e) → (pc0 , e0 ) we define
(pc, e, h)

o,time(pc,e,h)

−→

(pc0 , e0 , hist(pc, e, h))

ft, and any set
Furthermore, for any vector of augmented observations o,
of
,t

of program points P , we define an auxiliary transition relation, P , which
describes sequences of observable steps which do not go beyond program points
ft = (o1 , t1 ), . . . , (on , tn ), then
in P . More precisely, if o,
(pc0 , e0 , h0 )
6

of
,t
P

(pcn , en , hn )

The extension for non-observable transitions is identical
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if and only if
o1 ,t1

on ,tn

(pc0 , e0 , h0 ) →∗ P · · · →∗ P (pcn , en , hn )
where at most the final program pcn may be one of program points in P . The
relation is used in the formulation of Low-observable equivalence, defined in
Section 5.3 below.
4.2 Top-level Non-interference
In this section we briefly state the semantic criterion which our type system
aims to verify. To describe whether an attacker (an observer of the low events
of the system) can learn anything about the high inputs to the system we need
to be precise about what the attacker can observe. We assume that the only
observable outputs are the values produced by the output instruction, together
with the time at which the output was made. Implicit in the formulation lies
the assumption that termination is not directly observable, nor the cause
of the termination. To see this, consider three programs all free from public
output of which the first terminates normally, the second crashes and the third
diverges. Under the assumption that only the public output is observable the
three programs are equivalent. This model is consistent with an attacker
who observes the running of the system only through its outputs, and cannot
see termination, normal or otherwise. Ignoring everything other than the
directly observable output could, in some circumstances, allow up to one bit
of information to be leaked per run. Ignoring timing leaks altogether, on the
other hand, is a more serious matter as we argued in Section 1.
The assumption that the termination is not observable lets us handle partial instructions and loops on secret data in a more liberal way than would
otherwise be possible (c.f. [2,17]) However, once we have looped on high data
then no further low output can be allowed. In this sense we say that our
security criterion is weakly termination sensitive.
Now we can set out our formulation of non-interference. We suppose that
a method M takes an array as parameter. The array is of public length, but
contains secret contents. We say that M is non-interfering if there are no
variations in the public output or in the time at which output occurs for any
pair of initial environments e1 and e2 which differ only on the values stored in
the secret array:
g

g

o,t1
o,t2
∀e
o, e
t1 , e
t2 .(Minit , e1 , )
⇐⇒ (Minit , e2 , )
∧ te1 =t te2 ,
where =t is the equality operation on the abstract domain of times from the
time model extended pointwise to vectors, and oe,e
t1 , e
t2 are vectors of output
and time respectively.

5

Type System

We present a compositional, timing aware information flow type system with
the method as the unit of composition. The structure of the type system is
9
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Security Levels
P rim. Security T ypes
M ethod Quant. Context
BB Quant. Context
M ethod T ypes
Operand Stack T ypes
Register Bank T ypes
BB T ypes

σ
τ
∆m
∆ε
µ
s
r
ε

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

L | H | t (α1 , . . . , αn )
aptrσ,σ τ | intσ | ptrσ,σ C
· | α, ∆m
·|γ
σ
∀[∆m ].e
τ , σ, ξ → τ, σ, ξ
 |γ |τ ·s
(τ0 , . . . , τ255 )
∀[∆ε ].s, r, σ, ξ

Fig. 4. Type Language

similar in spirit to that of STAL[11], with statically typed labels and polymorphic stack types, but less expressive. We don’t model the original type system
of bytecode, rather, we deviate from it in certain respects. However, we assume that all programs under consideration have been subjected to byte code
verification and, thus, that certain invariants hold during program execution.
For simplicity we have excluded static fields, interfaces and exception handling. The two former would be a trivial extension. JIF shows us a way
to handle exceptions (of which the solution in [5] can be seen as a special
form) that probably can be adapted to our setting, although timing makes it
a delicate matter.
Due to space constraints we can only present a small selection of the type
system. For more information we refer the reader to the home page 7 of this
paper, where the entirety of the type system and prototype implementations
will be available.
Common to all information-flow aware type systems is that they must
track implicit flows. As mentioned earlier implicit flows arise when the control
flow is depending on secrets; i.e. from the conditional branches. To allow for
a smooth formulation of the type system bytecode programs must be preprocessed to regain some structural information, e.g. the (least) merge point
of branch instructions. Informally, the merge point is the first program point
passed through by all traces starting at the targets of the instruction. For a
given control flow graph, this is an easy graph problem. The lack of dynamic
branches, i.e. branches where the possible targets are not statically known,
makes the (inter-method) control flow statically decidable. See [7] for a more
thorough discussion on this topic.
5.1 Type Language
Defined in Figure 4, the formal security levels, ranged over by σ, consists of
the two actual security levels H(high or secret) and L(low or public), and a
formal least upper bound of security variables t(α1 , . . . , αn ). The security
levels form a lattice with L as the least element, H as the top element and the
formal joins in between, ordered by set inclusion of the variables. We write α
7
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for t(α).
The primitive security types, ranged over by τ , are built from types of integers, object pointers and array pointers annotated with security levels. The
security level on integers is associated with the value of the integer. Pointers
have two security levels: the first is associated with the actual value of the
pointer and the second is associated with the structure of the pointed object.
The structure of arrays is the size and the structure of objects is the (principal)
class. This differentiation allows for a better handling of pointer dereferencing
instructions. The pointer types also carry the security types of the pointed
object.
In the types of methods and basic blocks there is a special security level,
referred to as the type of pc. This pc type is related to, but different from,
the pc type of JIF. As we shall see, the pc type tracks information encoded
by outcome of execution partial instructions. Successful completion tells you
that the parameter to the partial instruction was not in the range of values
that would have caused the instruction to fail and the other way around for a
crash.
Basic block types, ranged over by ε, may be polymorphic in stack types as
indicated by the universally quantified stack type variable context, ∆ε . From
left to right, the type is built up by a stack type, ranged over by s, the register
bank type, ranged over by r, the security level of the pc and the type of the
history, ranged over by ξ. Stacks are either empty, a primitive security type
followed by a stack or a stack variable, γ. The register bank type is a mapping
from register numbers to primitive security types.
The method type is the most complicated of the types. Method types are
polymorphic in the security levels defined by the security variable context ∆m .
σctx
τ, σop , ξo accepts parameters of a subtype to
A method typed ∀[·].e
τ , σip , ξi →
τe, can be run in any environment with a pc type that is a subtype of σip and
a history type that is a subtype of ξi , returns a value that is a subtype of
τ , a new pc type σop and a new history type, ξo . The method type also has
same kind of side effect constraint, σctx in the example type, as found in e.g.
[5,3]. The side effect constraint constrains public output and side effects much
like the pc, but is used to retain compositionality in the presence of dynamic
invocations on secret objects.

5.2 Subtyping
We define structural subtyping relations in the standard way. For example, if
τ1 <: τ2 , then τ1 is a subtype of τ2 . Method subtyping is defined by contravariance in the (ordinary) parameters, the history parameter and the pc parameter, invariance in the side effect constraint and co-variance in all return
types. The invariance in the side effect constraint ensures compositionality in
the presence of dynamic invocation on secret objects, by ensuring that if one
method is free from low side effects, then all methods with the same name
11
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must be free from low side effects.
σ <: σ
σ <: σ
τe2 <: τe1 ξ4 <: ξ 1 σ2 = σ5 τ1 <: τ2 ξ3 <: ξ 6
3
1
2
4
σ2
σ5
∀[·].e
τ1 , σ1 , ξ1 → τ1 , σ3 , ξ2 <: ∀[·].e
τ 2 , σ4 , ξ 3 → τ 2 , σ6 , ξ 4
5.3 Low Equivalence
As described in Section 4 non-interference is typically formulated in terms of
a low-equivalence relation on environments. Put simply, two environments
are low-equivalent w.r.t. an environment type if all parts of the environment
classified as public by the environment type are equal. For example, consider
two environments e1 and e2 both containing a variable a. If variable a is
classified as public by the environment type then the value of a should be
equal in e1 and e2 . The direct extension of this scheme to handle heaps is to
demand the rooted low-reachable graphs of both environments be isomorphic.
Locations related by this isomorphism are then demanded to have equal values.
Picture 5 illustrates the idea by depicting two environments, e1 on the left
half of the picture, and e2 on the right, and the low-reachable tree rooted
in the first few registers with the dashed arcs representing the isomorphism.
The type of register r1 (ptr L L) dictates that the structure (class) of the
object to be equal as well as the contents of the object. The type of register
r2 forces the contents of the register to be equal. Going one step further into
the tree the type of the first field of C demands the (shared) low contents of
the object to be equal but not structure of the pointed objects. The safety of
this interpretation is depending on the opaqueness of bytecode pointers.
e1

C ptr L H H

e2

r1 ptr L L r1
r2

L

r2

D H

heap (e1)

C ptr L H H
E

registers

H

heap (e2)

Fig. 5. Low Equivalence

5.4 Type Rules
This section presents and discusses a small selection of the type rules, chosen
to explain the key ideas of the type system. The rules for instructions are of
12
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the form:
p1 . . . pn
Σ; Γ ` i ⇒ Γ0
which is read as instruction i is type correct in the static environment Σ,
consisting of the program under consideration, the return types and other
constraints of the method, and the environment Γ, producing the environment,
Γ0 . Let Γ and Σ refer to the initial environment and static environment in all
the rules. Γ ranges over quantifier free environment types.
Common to all rules is the the history premise of the form φi (Γ) = ξ2 , for
an instruction, i. This premise ties the rule to the timing model by producing
a new history type from the initial environment type, Γ, which contains the old
history type and, where necessary, types of the parameters of the instruction.
5.4.1 Direct Time and Termination Leakages
We assume that that neither termination nor the cause of termination is directly visible to the attacker. This allows us to have partial instructions with
secret parameters. If termination were directly observable, information about
the (partial) parameters would leak. For example, if the execution of a division operation does not crash we know that the value of the divisor was
distinct from 0. In our case non-termination can only be signalled to the outside using public outputs. Thus, as long as public output is prohibited after
the execution of a partial instruction on secret information nothing is leaked,
which gives us the possibility to continue with unconstrained computation on
secret information after the low communication has ceased. The primary use
of the pc type is in the type rule of the outputL instruction,
ψ(ξ1 ) <: L σp <: L φoutputL (Γ) = ξ2
Σ; intL · s, r, σp , ξ1 ` outputL ⇒ s, r, σp , ξ2
which disallows low output if the pc, σp , is not L. This rule is interesting for
other reasons as well. Being the only source of publicly observable behaviour,
the outputL instruction is the only instruction to extract the time type from
the history type. If the time type is H, this means that the time of the
execution of the instruction may been affected by secrets, for instance by
looping on a secret or by the creation of an array of secret size. Under such
circumstances public output must be prohibited, since the time of the output
would give away information on the secret responsible for the time differences.
Thus, the type rule demands that the extracted time is L in the premise
ψ(ξ1 ) <: L. Obviously, the value to be output must also be public. For
example, assume that the top of the stack is a secret integer, i.e. that the
stack type is intH · γ, then the following programs would be ill typed:

output L

anew (int L)
const 1
output L
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5.4.2 Implicit Information Flows
In the style of Agat[1] we use a semantic side condition, low-observable equivalence, in the type rule of if @-instructions to prevent implicit and timing flows.
Intuitively, the side condition is used to make sure that it is impossible to tell
which branch was taken by inspecting the publicly observable behaviour of
the execution, or the low part of the contents of the resulting environment.
Low-Observable Equivalence
More precisely, we define low-observable equivalence in terms of trace equivalence. For a body to be low-observably equivalent it has to be that all traces
through the body of the branch, e.g. all traces beginning at the top of either
of the branches, produce the same observable output at the same time and, if
terminating normally by reaching the end of the high security context, their
resulting environments are low-equal w.r.t. the environment type of the merge
point. To illustrate trace equivalence, consider the following for two traces
starting in l1 and l2 respectively ending in the least merge point le .
(l1 , e1 )

o1 ,t1

...

=θ,Γ
(le , e01 )

on ,tn

=θ,Γ

...
o1 ,t1

...

(l2 , e2 )

on ,tn

(le , e02 )

For high security contexts beginning at l1 , l2 ending in any of the labels le ∈ lse
we define low-observational equivalence ('), w.r.t. the initial and the final
environment type of the body of the context, Γ and Γe respectively. To allow
for arbitrary calling contexts we quantify over all partial bijections compatible
with the bijection induced by the type on the initial environment.
Γe
e
l1 'Γ,Γ
lse l2 ≡ ∀e1 , e2 , θ.e1 =θ,Γ e2 =⇒ (l1 , e1 )∼lse ,θ (l2 , e2 )

Let o denote a non-empty sequence of output and lse be a big-step reduction up to any label in lse without observable output. Trace equivalence
is formulated as follows:
(l1 , e1 )∼Γlsee ,θ (l2 , e2 ) ≡ ∀e
o, e
t, l10 , l20 , e01 , e02 .
of
,t

of
,t

Γe
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(((l1 , e1 ) +
lse (l2 , e2 )) ∧ (l1 , e1 )∼lse ,θ (l2 , e2 )) ∨
lse (l1 , e1 ) ⇐⇒ (l2 , e2 )
∃θ 0 .(((l1 , e1 ) lse e01 ⇐⇒ (l2 , e2 ) lse e02 ) ∧ θ ⊆ θ 0 ∧ e01 =θ0 ,Γe e02 )

Naturally, since objects may be allocated within the high security context
we allow the partial bijection to be extended to include them. For simplicity
we are assuming that the domain of the environment is growing monotonically,
i.e. that there is no garbage collector.
Instantiations of the Side Condition
The role of the side condition is to express the when secret branches are free
from implicit flows in general terms without mandating the implementation of
the enforcing algorithm. The benefits of using a side condition like this is that
14
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it allows you to instantiate the type system with different implementations as
long as they guarantee the properties demanded by the side condition.
If we temporarily ignore timing, one way to approximate the side condition
is the widely used technique to prohibit modification of public environment
locations from high security contexts. This can easily be seen to approximate
the semantic side condition (under the assumption that the whole program
has been typed): if low modification is prohibited then so is low-output and,
trivially, all low output will be equal. Furthermore, since the body of the high
security context is prohibited from modifying the low parts of the memory no
new low objects can be allocated and all public environment locations must
be left untouched.
As shown in [1][Paper II] we can formulate “non-assignment” instructions,
which are skip instruction sequence timing equivalent to a reformulation of the
ordinary assignment instruction. Using this fact we can approximate the side
condition by (syntactically) demanding that each high modification is matched
by a high “non-modification”, each low-modification (including low output)
is matched by an equivalent low-modification in lock-step. While this may
seem to be an unreasonable demand for real world programs, it can be very
useful for programs transformed using the cross-copy idea from [2]. Although
Agat only argued correctness for a functional time model, this approach is also
sound for a simple history-based cache model, since it preserves the sequence
of memory accesses.
Being the only source of implicit flows, the type rule for the if @-instruction is
the only place where the side condition is used. Assuming a branch, if @ l1 ,l2 ,le ,
which is the head of a high security context (i.e. with a secret parameter)
implicit flows are prohibited by demanding low-observational equivalence for
all traces from l1 and l2 up to the merge point le using the semantic side
condition. Let δ range over substitutions that closes both Γ and Γe .

H
l1

high
security
context
le

l2

φif @ (Γ) = ξ2
Γ = s, r, σp , ξ2 typeof (Σ, le ) = ∀[∆ε ].Γe
σ 6= L ∧ ¬(σ <: σp ) =⇒
δ(Γ0 ),δ(Γe )
∀δ.δ(σ) = H =⇒ l1 '{le }
l2
Σ; intσ · s, r, σp , ξ1 ` if @l1 ,l2 ,le ⇒ Γ0
0

Fig. 6. Conditional Branch

To exemplify the use of the side condition and flowing security levels, consider
the tiny program in Figure 7, in which register r1 is public inside the high
security context but secret at the merge point since it takes on different values
15
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l1:
l2:

l3:

l4:

...
(s: (int H) . a)
if l2 l3 l4
(s: a) (r1 : int
const 1
dup
store 1
store 2
goto l4
(s: a) (r1 : int
const 2
store 1
const 1
store 2
(s: a) (r1 : int
...

(r1 : int L, r2 : int H) pc t
L, r2 : int H) pc t

L, r2 : int H) pc t

H, r2 : int L) pc H

Fig. 7. Example of Conditional Branch

depending on which branch was taken, whereas register r2 may be considered
public, even though it was secret inside the context, because it will always be
equal to 1 when reaching l4. Because no partial instructions are used the piece
of code is polymorphic in the type of pc. Assuming a constant time model,
we see that the program will reach l4 at different times depending on which
branch is taken, which is reflected by the type of time going H on the type of
label l4.
Pointer Types
Another of the distinct features of the type language is the type of pointers,
which differentiates between the security level of the pointer value, and the
structure of the pointed object, which is illustrated in the type rule of the
length instruction,
φlength (Γ) = ξ2
Σ; aptrσ1 ,σ2 τ · s, r, σp , ξ1 ` length ⇒ intσ2 · s, r, σp , ξ2
where the returned type of length only reflects the structure type of the array
pointer, which is safe since the length instruction cannot distinguish between
two similarly sized arrays. This feature is potentially useful together with
the Agat style side condition, which allows for precise approximations of lowobservability. The pc is not affected by the type of the pointer, which is safe
if we define the length of a null-pointer to be 0.
5.4.3 Programs, Methods and Basic Blocks
A program is type correct if all the methods of the program are type correct.
A method is type correct if all its basic blocks are type correct w.r.t.
the side effect constraint and the return types of the method. Furthermore,
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the type of the initial basic block should be compatible with the execution
environment provided by the type of the method.
A basic block is type correct if its instruction sequence is type correct in
the entry type of the basic block, producing an exit type compatible with all
the successors of the basic block.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have formulated a timing aware information-flow type system for a subset of a bytecode-like language. Our method generalizes previous attempts
to model time by parameterizing the semantics and the type system with a
time model. The project is still in its infancy and much work remains to be
done. As mentioned above, the type system has been formulated with a correctness proof in mind, but any such proof remains an important part of the
future work. We have created a prototype implementation and begun initial
evaluation by a series of rudimentary tests, including the implementation of
modular exponentiation [9]. The prototype implementation does type checking only, which does not scale well to real sized programs because of the size
of the types. In this paper we present slightly simplified object types, with
one security type per class. This is satisfactory for whole-program analyses
but problematic in the light of compositionality and inferability since there is
no most general security type for the field of a class. If a field is neither forced
public or secret by the method of a class we could choose either, but neither
choice would fit all programs. For instance, imagine we create a container class
of some kind. If we choose the elements to be public we cannot store secrets
into the container and vice versa. Without support from the type system we
would end up having to implement two different containers: one for public
and one for secret information. For a two level security lattice this may be
acceptable but for a richer structure it certainly is not. One natural remedy
to this problem is to allow object types to be polymorphic in the security
levels restricted to uniform recursion to avoid problems with cyclic objects.
We believe these types to be inferable, and an implementation of inference is
forthcoming.
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